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ABSTRACT

This research is conducted to carry out “The Effectiveness Of Web Advertising In influencing The people In Klang Valley Towards Visit Malaysia Year 2007”. The main objective is to measure the level of people awareness about Tourism Malaysia website especially During Visit Malaysia Year 2007. As we know, Tourism Malaysia is an organization under government who are responsible to promote Malaysia all around the world. Our government has been spend a lot of money because realizes that tourism industry has potential to increase government revenue after oil industry.

When tourist come and holiday in Malaysia, of course they will spend a lot of their money and automatically it can increase economic growth and it also can give opportunity to local entrepreneur to get a profit towards tourism industry. So, in order to achieve the goals, Tourism Malaysia has been created big events the whole year with one objective which is to attract a lot of tourist to come and holiday in Malaysia. The respondents of this study were the people in Klang Valley. 50 questionnaires has been distributed them. The researcher had been used convenience sampling as a sampling technique.